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Introduction. In Chapter I we describe a set of eight related problems.

Solutions of five of these problems are known. Solutions for two of the re-

maining three problems are given in Chapters VI and VIII, and a partial

solution of the third is given in Chapter IX. The general method of attack

is developed in Chapters III and IV. This method centers around a process

whereby a plane convex body is asymmetrized into one of a set of associated

bodies called triares.

If difficulties occur in reading Chapter I, it is suggested that Chapter II

be read first. Background material not found in the latter chapter is to be

found in the well known book Theorie der konvexen Körper by Bonnesen and

Fenchel [l]. References to this and other sources are made by numbers,

corresponding to the list at the end of the paper, placed in brackets. The

notation, say, Theorem III 1.1 refers to Theorem 1.1 in Chapter III of this

paper. Attention is directed to new inequalities in Theorem VI 1.2 and in

Theorem VIII 1.2.

Chapter I. A set of extremal problems

In the set of quantities associated with a convex body we are principally

concerned with its area A, perimeter C, diameter D, and thickness E. In-

equalities which hold for pairs of these quantities are given below. The in-

equalities are sharp, in the sense that bodies exist for which equality holds.

The phrase in parentheses following an inequality describes the set of bodies

for which we have equality.

(1) E^D (orbiforms).

(2) ttP^C       (orbiforms).

(3) 2D^C      (segments).

(4) CèvD       (orbiforms).

(5) E2^3l'2A (equilateral triangles).

(6) 4A^ttD2   (circles).

(7) iwA^C2   (circles).

Inequalities involving more than two of the quantities are naturally more

difficult to obtain, and problems involving lower bounds for areas prove

particularly troublesome. In 1923, Kubota [6] found the following inequali-
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ties, all sharp. (Formulas (10), (11), and (12) are given incorrectly in Bonne-

sen and Fenchel [l, p. 81].)

(8) 2(P2-P2)1/2+2P arcsin E/D^C (the convex hull of a circle and two

symmetrically placed points).

(9) C^2(D2-E2yi2 + 2D arcsin E/D (a body formed by removing from

a circular body points outside two symmetrically placed secants).

(10) 2A-¿E(D2-E2Y<2+D2 arcsin E/D (the body of the previous in-

equality).

(11) 4^4 ^2EC—irE2 (the convex hull of two circles of equal radius).

(12) 8<M g C(C-2P cos <¿), where 2<pD = C sin 0^0 (the intersection of
two circular bodies of equal radius).

Fukasawa [3] has described bodies which have maximum area for given

C, D, and P. Favard [2], Hayashi [4], Kawai [5], Kubota [6, 7], and Yama-

nouti [lO] have found partial results for the principal remaining problems:

(13) The (D, E) problem. To find the convex bodies of minimum A

for given D and P.

(14) The (C, E) problem. To find the convex bodies of minimum A for

given C and P.

(15) The (C, D) problem. To find the convex bodies of minimum A

for given C and P.

By Blaschke's Selection Theorem, we know solutions of these problems

exist. Thus, we may prove a body is the solution of one of these problems by

eliminating all other bodies as possible solutions. This method is followed in

this paper in solving problems (13) and (14).

Problem (15) seems appreciably more difficult than the other two. The

partial results given in Chapter IX make reasonable the more detailed de-

scription of the solution given there as a conjecture.

Chapter II. Definitions, notation, and known results

A point set is called convex if, for every pair of points in the set, the

segment joining the points is also in the set. A convex body is a bounded

closed convex point set. We are concerned below only with two-dimensional

sets.

The boundary of a convex body $, denoted by $°, is the set of points

found in $, but not in its interior. The perimeter, C, of $ may be defined

as the length of $°.

The symbols VJ and C\ are used to represent, respectively, the operations

of point set addition and multiplication. The convex hull of a closed set of

points is defined as the product, or intersection, of all closed half-planes con-

taining the set. The convex hull may also be defined as the smallest convex

body containing the set. The intersection of a set of convex bodies is a con-

vex body.

It is convenient to treat points in the plane as vectors. For sets % and
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®, g + ® is defined as the set of all points of the form P + Q where P is in g

and Q is in ®. For a real number X, Xg is defined as the set of all points

XP for P in g. If g and @ are convex bodies, Xg-(-/i® is a convex body. For a

point P we note particularly the interpretations of $ -\-P, — Ê, and 2P — $ as,

respectively, a translation of $, the reflection of $ with respect to the origin,

and the reflection of $ with respect to P. In some of our work it will be ap-

parent that we choose to make no distinction between $ and one of its trans-

lations.

We call a line t a supporting line of S if t contains at least one point of

$ and if $ is contained in one of the closed half-planes determined by /. If

P, a point in $°, lies on the supporting line / of $, a line perpendicular to t

at P is called a normal of $. This normal is divided by P into two rays, an

inner and outer normal. If a is chosen as the angle of inclination of the outer

normal, we assign to t the direction a-|-7r/2. Thus, the lines of support may

be directed and their directions determine in an obvious fashion a positive

ordering for points in Ä0.

A supporting line t containing more than one point of S° contains a

segment of points of $°. This segment is called an edge of $. Points in $°

interior to no edge of $ are called extreme points of $. If a point P of ®°

is contained in more than one supporting line of $, it is called a corner of ÍÍ.

To each corner P corresponds an infinite set of lines of support whose direc-

tions cover closed disjoint intervals of the form (a + 2w7r, ß-{-2nir), n = 0,

±1, ±2, • • • . Each of these intervals is called a maximal interval of direc-

tions of support at P. Lines of support corresponding to no interior value of

a maximal interval of directions are called extreme supporting lines of $.

Given a convex body $, to each direction a corresponds a supporting

line ta. The pair of lines ta and /a+I are said to form a double line of support

and this is denoted by tata+T. The distance between ta and ta+x is called the

width of fi in the direction a and is denoted by P or, more precisely, by

P«. The diameter D and the thickness E are defined, respectively, as the

maximum and minimum of Ba. A chord of $ with an end point on each line

of a double line of support tJa+r is called a major chord of $ and it may be

directed by choosing as its angle of inclination a value between a — w and a.

If this direction is a — Tr/2, the major chord is called a double normal of $.

Major chords of length D and E are double normals. In a set of parallel

chords of $, a chord of maximum length is a major chord and it need, of

course, be uniquely determined only in the sense of a vector. The end points

of a major chord are called opposite points.

The statement that 3 is supported by $ or $ supports $ implies that

3i is contained in $ and that, ® being fixed in position, no body of the form

X34-P is contained in $ for X> 1. If $ contains ^, a necessary and sufficient

condition that $ supports 3 is that there exists no closed interval of directions

of length it free from the direction of a common supporting line of 3 and $.
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The convex hull of 3 and a point P is called a simple capping body of 3.

In general, $ is a capping body of 3 if $ contains 3 and if all supporting

lines of $, with the exception of nonextreme lines of support on a set of

corners of $, are supporting lines of 3- A capping body of 3 may also be

defined as the convex hull of 3 and a set of points no two of which may be

separated from 3 by the same supporting line of 3- Thus a capping body of 3

consists of the union of 3 and a set of disjoint caps. Each of these caps has as

boundary a pair of segments and an arc from 3°- The segments, sides of the

cap, intersect in a point called the peak of the cap. The arc from 3° is called

the base of the cap and its end points the end points of the cap. If the base

of the cap is a circular arc, the cap is called a circle cap. A cap with peak Q

and end points P and R will be called cap PQR or cap RQP.

The intersection of $ with a closed half-plane is called a simple cutting

body of $. In general, a cutting body of $ is defined as a convex body 3

such that the set of points in 3° but not in 3°^$° has as closure the union of

a set of chords of $.

For the definition of a convergent sequence of convex bodies see Bonnesen

and Fenchel [l ]. Each such sequence has a uniquely determined convex body

as limit. Blaschke's Selection Theorem states that in each uniformly bounded

infinite set of convex bodies there exists a subset which may be ordered to

form a convergent sequence. A function /($) of a body $ is, by definition,

continuous if limj.«, $,- = $ implies lim,<00/($¿) =/($). The quantities^, C, D,

and E are continuous functions of $.

We say $ has center P if 2P-$ = $. If $ has a center P, to each direc-

tion there corresponds a major chord bisected by P. For each convex body

$, the body $ —$ has the origin as center. The latter is called the vector

body of $ since its boundary consists of the terminal points of vectors which

correspond to the major chords of $.

If the thickness and diameter D of $ are equal, we called $ an orbiform

of width D and, in this case, $° is often called a curve of constant width. An

orbiform has no edges and each of its major chords is a double normal. A

body of diameter D can always be imbedded in an orbiform of width P.

The simplest orbiform not a circle is a Reuleaux triangle. This is constructed

by taking an equilateral triangle RST of side D and forming the intersection

of the circles C(R, D), C(S, D), and C(T, D). Reuleaux polygons both regular

and not regular with an odd number of sides, 5 or more, may be constructed

in a somewhat similar fashion.

The centralization of $ is defined as ($ —$)/2 and denoted by $*. The

bodies $ and $* have, in each direction a, the same width Ba and hence equal

diameter and thickness. Moreover, $ and $* have equal perimeters. The area

of $ is no greater than the area of $* and equality holds if and only if $ has

a center.

Nonsingular affine transformations preserve not only convexity but also
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double lines of support, major chords, and many other properties and rela-

tions. A proof is often simplified by the use of a judiciously chosen affine

transformation.

Chapter III. Center equivalence and hexagons

We call two convex bodies center equivalent if they have the same cen-

tralization. Our primary problem, that of describing bodies of minimum area

in sets of center equivalent bodies, is solved in the next chapter. In this

chapter we take the preliminary steps. In §§1 and IV 3 we follow a method

of attack used by Lebesgue to solve a more specialized problem (see §IV 4).

1. The Lebesgue process. The process we wish to modify is found in

Bonnesen and Fenchel [l, §66] as well as in Lebesgue's papers [8, 9].

Consider a convex body SÎ of area A. Let alt a2, ■ ■ ■ be a fixed countable

set of numbers contained in (0, ir) and everywhere dense in that interval.

Let tit'i be the double line of support corresponding to direction a; and let P,

be the width of SI in this direction. The set of number pairs (a,-, P<) de-

termines St* and hence determines the set of bodies center equivalent to St.

To each subscript k^2 corresponds a polygon ^k circumscribed to St and

determined by t4l for i=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k. The sequence {'¡ß*} converges to St.

tyk+i is a cutting body of $* formed by the removal of two similar triangles

from tyk. Let Ak be the area of tyk and let Ak=Ak — Ak+i. The lengths of the

two edges of tyn+i not contained in Sfâ can easily be shown to have a sum de-

pendent only on SÎ*. If one of these lengths is zero, one of the similar tri-

angles removed has area 0 and the other has an area ak. In this case Ak = ak-

If these lengths are equal, AJfc = aJt/2. In all other cases Ak=p.kak where 1/2 <pk

<1. We thus obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. A=A2— ^T-2 M*a* where, for k = 2, 3, • ■ • , l/2£p*^l.
The first equality holds if and only if 4+i and t't+1 cut off congruent triangles

from "¡P*. The second equality holds if and only if either tk+\ or t't+1 is a supporting

line of tyk-

Upon closer examination of the proof we see that it is easy to establish

other results.

Theorem 1.2. The sum of the lengths of parallel edges of SÎ depends only on

Sí*. The perimeter of St equals the perimeter of SÎ*. The sum of the radii of curva-

ture of St" at the end points of a major chord of SI in a given direction a depends

only on SÎ*. Furthermore, using an obvious notation, ^2 is congruent to (^3*)2

and, for k>2, tyk is center equivalent to C^*)*.

2. Hexagons. We use the following abbreviations. An P-hexagon is a

regular hexagon. An A -hexagon is one which becomes an P-hexagon under

a suitably chosen nonsingular affine transformation. A C-hexagon is one

which has a center. A P-hexagon is one which has each pair of opposite sides
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parallel. A hexagon described by one of these four letters is assumed to be

nondegenerate. Finally when one of these letters is preceded by the letter C

or I, we refer to a circumscribed or inscribed hexagon—e.g., an P-hexagon

is an /P-hexagon of its circumscribed circle. It is known that every orbiform

admits a CP-hexagon.

It is clear that P-hexagons are A -hexagons, A -hexagons are C-hexagons,

and C-hexagons are P-hexagons. If a P-hexagon has one pair of opposite

sides equal in length, it is a C-hexagon. If a C-hexagon has a major diagonal

parallel to and twice the length of either disjoint side, it is an /1-hexagon. An

A -hexagon with equal sides or equal vertex angles is an P-hexagon.

A triangle and its reflection with respect to a point have either a parallelo-

gram or C-hexagon as convex hull and either the null set, a parallelogram, or a

C-hexagon as intersection. These C-hexagons are A -hexagons if and only if

the point of reflection is the centroid of the triangle. The hexagon whose

vertices are the midpoints of the sides of a C-hexagon is an A -hexagon.

From the discussion of §1 we see that hexagons center equivalent to a

C-hexagon are P-hexagons and two P-hexagons are center equivalent if and

only if their sides are respectively parallel and the corresponding sums of

lengths of parallel sides are equal. A triangle is center equivalent to an

A -hexagon.

A P-hexagon is formed by translating one of the double lines of support

determined by opposite sides of its center equivalent C-hexagon. This trans-

lation increases the length of one of two parallel sides as it decreases the length

of the other. (It can be shown that the absolute value of the difference of

these lengths is proportional to the sine of a disjoint vertex angle—a result

generalizing the sine law for triangles.) Indeed if we call aside of a P-hexagon

long (short) when it is longer (shorter) than the opposite side, we have the

following result.

Theorem 2.1. The sides of a P-hexagon not a C-hexagon are alternately long

and short.

Let KLM NOP be a C-hexagon of area Ac. Let K'L'MN'O'P be a center

equivalent P-hexagon of area A p. Let K'MO' have area A t. Let A 0 be the area

of the triangle formed by passing lines through K', M, and 0' parallel respec-

tively to the disjoint sides of K'L'MN'O'P. (In the notation of §1, Ao equals

(2p2 — l)<z2.) The following theorem is easily proved.

Theorem 2.2. A0 = 2At—AV = 2(AC—As).

Corollary 2.3. In the set of all hexagons center equivalent to a P-hexagon,

the hexagon of greatest area is the C-hexagon.

The following theorem is of some intrinsic interest. It supplements the

known result that a hexagon (more generally, w-gon) of minimum area circum-
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scribed to a convex curve has the property that midpoints of its sides are

points of contact with the curve.

Theorem 2.4. Let $*, not a segment, be a convex body with a center and let

m be the infimum of the areas of its circumscribed hexagons. There exists a CC-

hexagon of $* which has area m.

Proof. Since a CP-hexagon of $* is a C-hexagon, it is sufficient to show

that a CP-hexagon of $* has area m. By Blaschke's Selection Theorem, a

circumscribed hexagon § of area m exists. Since § may be expressed as the

limit of a sequence of circumscribed hexagons each of which has no two of its

sides parallel, our task clearly reduces to the following: to show that if §

has no two of its sides parallel, there exists a CP-hexagon of $* whose area

is less than the area of §.

Let the origin 0 be the center of $*. The intersection of § and — § is a

circumscribed dodecagon 8 of $* whose opposite sides are parallel. Let the

sides of 8 be denoted by s,-, i = l, 2, • ■ • , 12. Let §(1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11), for
example, be the hexagon formed by extending sides $i, s3, s¡, s7, ss, and Sn.

If 5,- is a side of £>, s,+6 is not a side of $£>, i = 1, 2, • • -, 6, and conversely.

We may further assume that no three consecutive sides of 8 are sides of §.

To see this, suppose Si, s2, and s3 are sides of §. Then s7, ss, and s9 are not,

and side 52 of § may be replaced by side s$ to obtain a hexagon of smaller

area. On the other hand, at least two sides of & are consecutive sides of 8,

for otherwise opposite sides of ÍQ would be parallel. Let Si and s2 he two such

sides. It follows that § is either §(1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10) or §(1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 11). In
either case by inspecting the areas found in the hexagons but not found in 8,

it is seen that the area of § plus the area of — § exceeds the sum of the

areas of the CP-hexagons §(1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11) and §(2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12). Hence

at least one of these latter hexagons has smaller area.

With the aid of the following elementary lemma in establishing the rela-

tive sizes of various triangular areas, Theorem 2.6 may be proved very much

as we proved Theorem 2.4.

Lemma 2.5. // points V and W lie respectively on sides PR and SP of tri-

angle RSP and if VS and RW meet at Q, area RSQ^area WVQ. If T lies
inside triangle VWP, area RST>area VWT.

Theorem 2.6. Let $*, not a segment, have a center and let M be the supremum

of the areas of its inscribed hexagons. There exists an I C-hexagon of $* with

area M.

We close the section by stating another theorem whose proof presents no

difficulties.

Theorem 2.7. 2/ P is the center of $* and § is an IC-hexagon of $*, then

P is the center of Sq.
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3. Flatness. We call a convex body SÎ flat [strictly flat] (in direction a)

if for some a the sum of the lengths of edges of St in directions a and a+Tr

is not less [is greater] than the length of the major chord of SÎ in direction a.

Thus segments and trapezoids are strictly flat, points and triangles are flat,

and circles and regular pentagons are not flat.

It is evident that flatness is preserved under affine transformations. By

Theorem 1.2, it is also preserved under centralization: St* is flat if and only

if it has an edge whose length is not less than half the length of the parallel

major chord.

Theorem 3.1. If St* is flat in three distinct directions, it is a segment or a

C-hexagon strictly flat in at most one direction. Hence if SÎ is flat in three dis-

tinct directions, it is a segment, a triangle, a trapezoid, or one of a class of P-hexa-

gons. If St is flat in more than three directions, it is a segment.

Proof. Consider Sí*, not a segment, flat in three directions. We may

subject St* to a shear in a direction of flatness and compressions parallel and

perpendicular to this direction so that SÎ* is carried into a body 3 with the

following properties: 3 has a center 0; 3 has an /C-hexagon LMNPQR

with RN the major chord of 3 in direction a and with LM and QP edges of 3

parallel to RN; the perpendicular bisector of RN bisects LM; the distance

from LM to QP is 2(31'2) and the length of RN is 4. By Theorem 2.7, 0 is

the center of LMNPQR. It is sufficient to show 3 is a C-hexagon strictly flat

in at most one direction.

Let £>, the /P-hexagon of 3 which has RN as major diagonal, have vertices

LoMoNPoQoR- Let PiAfiPiQi be a parallelogram supporting 3 such that

M\P\ meets 3 at A7 and the edge QQoPoP of 3 hes on Q\P\- Since this parallelo-

gram is flat in only two directions, in one of the directions of flatness of 3

a supporting line of 3 separates, say, vertex Pi from 3- Let this line of sup-

port meet PPi at P2 and NPX at A^. Let MoN extended meet P2N2 extended

at A7!. Select point 5 so that PoS is parallel to P2A2 and so that 5 lies either

on ON or NNi. Twice the length of P0S is the length of the major chord of ¿p

in the direction P2N2. Let m be the length of the major chord of 3 in direction

P2ÍV2 and let n be the length of the edge of 3 lying in P2N2.
By the definition of flatness, m^2n. But it is evident that n^P2N2

^ P2Ni ^ P0S ^ m/2 and hence the inequalities may be replaced by equal

signs. There are now two cases. If 5 is on ON, 3 is the hexagon LMNPQR

and 3 is strictly flat only in direction a. If 5 is not, 3 is the hexa-

gon L0M0SP0Q0T, where T=—S, and 3 is strictly flat only in direction

MoS.
The following theorem is easily proved.

Theorem 3.2. Let St* have center 0 and let P be a point on SÎ*0. Then

Sî*T\(St*°+P) consists of two points unless SI* is strictly flat in direction OP,

in which case it consists of two segments parallel to OP. The width of SÎ*
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0($*+P) in direction OP equals the width of $* in direction OP if and only

if St* is flat in that direction.

4. IA -hexagons of $*. In this section $* denotes a convex body, not a

segment, which has the origin O as center.

Theorem 4.1. If L lies on $*°, L is a vertex of an IA-hexagon of $*.

This hexagon is unique when St* is not flat in direction OL. A side of the hexagon

lies on an edge of $* if and only if $* is flat in the direction of that side.

Proof. Let R=-L. Let M be a point of the component of $*°n($*°+P)

on the positively directed arc LR of $*°. Let N=M—L, 5= —M, and T

= -N. Then P belongs to the other component of $*°n($*°+L) and both

AT and 5 belong to St*°r\(St*°-L) = - [$*0Pi($*°-r-L) ].

It is evident that LMNRST is an /C-hexagon of $* with 0 as its center.

Since NM is parallel to RL and half as long, LMNRST is an P4-hexagon of

$*. Assume LM'N'R'ST is another IA-hexagon of $*. By Theorem 2.7,

this also has 0 as center. Clearly R = R' and 2MN = LR=L'R' = 2M'N'. To

avoid having one of these points interior to $*, we must assume M, N, M',

and N' are collinear. Either the hexagons are identical or it follows that MN

is on an edge of $* and $* is flat in direction MN.

Corollary 4.2. If L lies on $*°, L is a vertex of an inscribed triangle LNS

of SI* which has O as centroid. This triangle is unique if $* is not flat in direc-

tion OL.

Corollary 4.3. // $ is not flat, to each direction 6 corresponds a unique

pair of directions <p and \¡/ such that the sum of the vectors determined by major

chords in these directions is zero.

The corollaries above have obvious analogues in corollaries for the next

theorem. The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 4.4. The IA-hexagons of $* may be placed in one-many corre-

spondence with real numbers ß, — » </3 < «, so that:

(i) as ß increases, the hexagons turn continuously in the positive direction—

i.e., the inclinations of the rays from 0 to the vertices of the hexagons are con-

tinuous nondecreasing functions of ß.

(ii) for each real ßo, the hexagons are in one-one correspondence with the

values ßoikß<ßo+ir/3.

Consider an P4-hexagon of $*, say, FioF3oF2oF1'0F3oF2'0. Let the rays

O Fio, O F20, and 0 F30 have respectively inclinations ßio, ß2o, andß30. We assume

first that $* is flat in direction ßio and we may assume F30 is an end point of

an edge of $*. Let F2i be the other end point. A point F2 in the closed arc

F20F2i is a continuous function of ß2 as ß2 increases from ß2a to, say, ß2i. The

points     F2    are    in    one-one    correspondence    with    the    IA -hexagons
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F10F3' V2Vi0V3V{ which have Flo as a vertex. Let ß3 he the inclination of

OV3 and let 3ß=ßio+ß2+ß3. We note that ß2 and ß3 are strictly increasing

functions of ß.

If SÎ* is not flat in a direction ßi0, we choose a point Fu on Si*0, a small

positive distance from Fio, and let ßn be the inclination of 0VU- By Theorem

3.1, we may assume no direction ßi in the closed interval from ß10 to ßn is a

direction of flatness of St*. The point Fu determines a unique P4-hexagon

VnVUVnV^VnV^. Since Fi„+ F20+F30 = 0= Vn+ V2l+ V31, the vector dis-

placements F10F11, F20F21, and F30F31 sum to zero. Let lines of support to

SÎ* at Fio, F20, and F30 have respective directions 6, fa and fa where 6<ip

— Tr<(j)<d-{-ir<\¡i<fa-T-jr<d-T-2Tr. Since FioFn has a direction in the interval

(d,\li—ir) and F30F31 has a direction in one of the intervals (9,^ — ir), (fa</>+ir),

we see that F20F2i has a direction in the interval (fa 6+tt) and hence F30F3i

has a direction in (fa fa+ir). To summarize, as Fi moves positively on Sî*°,

vertices V2 and V3 of an IA -hexagon F1F3' V2V{ F3F2' also move positively.

As before, let/3,- be the inclination of OVi and 3ß=ßi+ß2+ß3- Each /3¿ in this

case is a strictly increasing function of ß.

We may clearly proceed thus around Si*0 (in either direction) assigning

to each IA -hexagon of SÎ* a value ß. When ß has increased by w/3 we obtain

the original hexagon with the vertices relettered. After ß has increased by 2tt,

we obtain the original hexagon with the original lettering.

5. Families of circumscribed hexagons. Consider again a convex body

St, not a segment, and its centralization SI*. Our first task is to select a

"continuously turning family of CC-hexagons" of Si* which have as points of

contact the vertices of an IA-hexagon. Each CC-hexagon and an associated

I A -hexagon may then be thought of as a member of a continuously turning

family of "hexagonal configurations."

Let 80 be an I A -hexagon of Si* with vertices Fio F3'0 F20 V'w F30 F2'0 such

that, in the notation of §4, p\o is not a direction of flatness of St* and Fl0 is

not a corner of SI*, i=l, 2, 3. Let 3/3o=/3io+/32o+/330, let the supporting line

of SÎ* at F,o have direction 7¿0, and let 3yo = 710+720+730- These directions are

uniquely determined by requiring that /3ioá72o — ir, 73o^/3io + 27r, and 710

<720<730-

To each ß in the interval ßouß<ßo-\-r/3 corresponds a unique IA-

hexagon, 8, with vertices F1F3' V2V{ V3V2 . To each 8 corresponds one or

more polygons 3> CC-hexagons or parallelograms, formed by the lines of

support at vertices of 8. The set of all such polygons is in one-one cor-

respondence with number triples (71, 72, 73) formed by choosing 7,- as the

direction of the supporting line resting on F¿ and requiring that 7i<72<7s

and 37oá7i+72+73<37o4-7r. Let 37=71 +72+73. To each value of ß in the

interval (ßo, /?o+?r/3) corresponds a value 7 or an interval of values 7. Let

this correspondence determine points (ß, y) in a coordinate plane and let ®

be the set of all such points.
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© has roughly the appearance of a graph of a monotone increasing func-

tion of ß. That this is not strictly true is due to the possible presence in ©of:

(i) Vertical segments. Such a segment occurs when, for a given ß, one or

more vertices of 8 is a corner of $*.

(ii) Horizontal segments. One of these segments is determined by values

of ß corresponding to a direction ßi in which $* is strictly flat. The polygons

3 corresponding to interior points of these intervals are parallelograms.

(iii) Rectangles. These occur when we have situation (ii) and when, in

addition, Fi is a corner of $*.

Let ®o be the subset of © formed by removing from rectangles of ©

points which lie neither on an upper nor on a left-hand edge. ®o is a simple

arc and to each point of ©o not in the interior of a vertical segment corre-

sponds a unique triple (71, y2, 73) or unique polygon 3- We fail to have such a

unique correspondence for points in vertical segments of ©0 when we have

situation (i) and when more than one of the vertices V~i, V2, and F3 are

corners of $*. We may obtain uniqueness, and also insure that we remove

no parallelogram from the set of 3 under consideration, by discarding a

properly selected subset of the triples. (This may be done by requiring that

the lines of support at F,- rotate in turn, in some prescribed order.)

Clearly (ß0, 70) is the lowest point of ®0 and (ß0+ir/3, y0+ir/3) is its

highest point. Let 2a0=ßo+yo and, in general, let 2a=ß+y. Both ß and 7

are monotone increasing functions of a in the interval (a0, ao+ir/3). Trans-

lating ®o parallel to the line ß=y in the (ß, 7) plane by distances which are

multiples of 7r2/1/23, we may extend the correspondences considered to other

values of ß, 7, and a.

In summary we may state an extension of Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 5.1. The set of real numbers — 00 <a< » may be placed in many-

one correspondence with a set of hexagonal configurations (8, 3) where 8 is an

IA-hexagon of $* and 3 is o,n associated CC-hexagon, or circumscribed paral-

lelogram, such that:

(i) as a increases, (8, 3) turns continuously in such a way that lines in the

configuration either turn positively or remain at rest.

(ii) for each real ao, there is a one-one correspondence between the values

ao^a<a0+ir/3 and the set of configurations (8, 3)- The configuration cor-

responding to a=ao+ir/3 is the configuration for «=a0 with the vertices re-

lettered.

The preceding theorem justifies our using the following notation. The

hexagon 8 corresponding to a will be denoted in the remainder of the paper

as I A (a) of $*. The hexagon or parallelogram 3 is denoted as CC(a) of $*.

To each CC(a) of $* corresponds a circumscribed polygon of $ whose sides

are parallel to the sides of CC(a). This is denoted as CP(a) of $. If CC(a)

of $* is a parallelogram, CP(a) of $ is a congruent parallelogram. Otherwise
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CP(a) is a CP-hexagon of &. A CP(a) of St congruent to CC(a) of Si* is

called a CC-support of Si.

Theorem 5.2. Each convex body Si has at least one CC-support.

Proof. It is clear that if St is flat, at least one CP(a) of Si is a parallelogram

and the theorem holds. If Si* is not flat, it is sufficient to show some CP(a)

of Si is a CC-hexagon of Si since, by Theorem 1.2, CP(a) is known to be center

equivalent to CC(a) of Si*. Let CP(a) of f have vertices LMNRST. For

a = a0, we may assume that LM is short and MN is long (see Theorem 2.1).

But for a=a0+T/3 (see Theorem 5.1), LM is long and MN is short. As

CP(a) deforms continuously from the first to the second of these positions,

for some intermediate a we have LM = RS and, for that a, CP(a) of jc is a

C-hexagon.

Chapter IV. Triarcs

In this chapter we define triarcs and show that to each convex body

there corresponds an infinite set of center equivalent triarcs. We show further

that, in the set of all bodies center equivalent to the given body, a body of

minimum area is a triare.

1. Properties of «-arcs. We call St a 1-arc if Si is a segment (or a point).

We call Si a ¿-arc, k>l, if SÎ is not an «-arc, n<k, and if there exist points

Pi, P2, • • ■ , ?t on Io such that each double line of support of Si has one or

more of these points as a point of contact. The points Pi, P2, ■ ■ ■ , Pk are

called vertices of Si and, assuming they are positively ordered, we refer to Si

as the ¿-arc P1P2 • ■ ■ Pk- A triare is defined as a ¿-arc, k = l, 2, or 3.

Thus triangles, quadrilaterals, and semicircles are 2-arcs, and Reuleaux

triangles and P-hexagons are 3-arcs. A Reuleaux «-gon is an w-arc. A regular

«-gon is an [(« + l)/2]-arc. The property of being a ¿-arc is obviously

preserved under nonsingular affine transformations.

We have temporary need of the following notation in discussing the ¿-arc

SÎ, P\P2 ■ ■ ■ Pk, where ¿^2. Let ta be the supporting line of Si in direction

a. For P on Si", let I(P) be a maximal interval of directions of support at P.

This has the form ai^a^a2, where a2<a:i+7r and where for a2<a,<ai + 27r

line ta does not pass through P. We have ai¿¿a2 if and only if P is a corner.

Let /„(P), for « = 0, ±1, ±2, • ■ • , denote the closed interval (ai+«7r,

a2 + «7r). Let 2í' = U„/2„+i(Pi), 2/' =U„/2„(P,), and 2,-2/US/'.
The following lemma follows trivially from these definitions.

Lemma 1.1. 2/P2/' =0. For i^j, P¿Py is an edge of St if and only if
2/ P2/ 5¿0 (2,Í'P2// ?¿0). Vertices Pi and Pj are opposite points if and only

if 2,' P2/' 5^0. In general 2,; P2/' is either null or a set of points of the form

a0+2nw, n = 0, +!,•••.
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Lemma 1.2. The union of 2,- for any proper subset of indices i =1,2, • • ■ , k

does not cover the interval — =o <a< °o. The vertices Pi, i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , k, are

distinct. Each vertex is a corner of $.

Proof. The first two statements are immediate consequences of our in-

sistence that a ¿-arc not be an w-arc, n < k. The last statement holds for the

same reason. If Pi, say, is not a corner of $ and if ta rests on Pi, consider a

sequence of directions \am} having a as limit. For some 7 5^1 and for some

subsequence \ami} of {am}, the supporting line either in direction ami or in

direction ami+iv passes through P,- for all i. It follows that ta+T passes through

Pj and that Pi may be removed from the set of vertices of $.

We state another trivial lemma.

Lemma 1.3. U*=i2,- covers the interval — <x <a < ». The sum of the interior

angles at corners Pi, P2, • • ■ , Pkis at most (k-l)ir.

Lemma 1.4. In the set of points opposite a vertex Pi there exists either 0, 1, or 2

vertices. These possibilities correspond respectively to the cases where, of the pair

of line segments joining Pi to its adjacent vertices, we find both, one, or neither

in the set of edges of $. In the last case the segment joining the two vertices oppo-

site Pi is not an edge of St.

Proof. We make use of the first statements in Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. Con-

sider, for example, the case where neither PiP2 nor P2P¡ is an edge of $.

For i=l, 2, 3, let Io(PJ) be the interval (a,-, ßj). We have /?i<a2</32<a!3.

There exists an e>0 and an index j such that (a2 — e, a2) is a subset of 2/,

for otherwise in these directions double lines of support rest on no vertex.

Thus P2 is opposite Pj. Similarly, P2 is opposite a vertex Pk such that /32£2/.

No vertex P„ is between P¡ and P* for this implies S„CS2. Moreover h9£j,

for otherwise 22C2y. Finally, if PjPk is an edge of $, we have the contra-

diction 22C2yU2*.

To summarize the preceding lemmas in the shortest possible way we in-

troduce a new definition. It is left to the reader to make obvious interpreta-

tions such as Pi for Pk+i- A linkage of one vertex is defined as a vertex P,

for which neither P,-_iP< nor P,P,+i is an edge of $. For r>l, a linkage of r

vertices is defined as a set of vertices P„ P,+i, • • • , P,+r-1 such that:

(i) Pi+jPi+j+i is an edge of $, j = 0, 1, • • • , r — 2.

(ii) Neither P,_iP, nor P,-+r_iP,-+r is an edge of $.

Theorem 1.5. The set of vertices of a k-arc is partitioned uniquely into

subsets forming linkages. These linkages may be placed in a unique cyclic order

by starting with a linkage L\, finding the linkage L2 whose first vertex is opposite

the last vertex of Li, and so on. In a linkage of more than one vertex the terminal

vertices are opposite exactly one vertex and the interior vertices are opposite no

vertex. If k>l, the vertex in a linkage of one vertex is opposite exactly two

vertices.
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Theorem 1.6. The number of linkages formed by the vertices of a k-arc is

always odd. If k is even, there is at least one edge of the k-arc having vertices as

end points.

Proof. The second statement follows from the first. Let Pi be the first

vertex in some linkage L and let «i be the smallest value in /0(Pi). Since

directions sufficiently close to a\ and less than «i belong to no set 2" (see

Lemma 1.1), they belong to some set 2/, if*l. If P< is a vertex in L, the ver-

tices of Si form a single linkage. If not, there are, say, r linkages whose

vertices correspond to directions of support in the closed interval («i, ai+7r).

The r — i intervals of directions remaining in (on, «i+7r) are associated with

r — 1 linkages whose vertices correspond to directions of support in the in-

terval (ai+7r, «i + 27t). There are thus 2r —1 linkages.

Theorem 1.7. A convex body Si is a 2-arc if and only if Si rests on two ad-

jacent vertices of one of its circumscribed parallelograms.

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. To prove necessity, consider a 2-arc RS.

By Theorem 1.6, RS is an edge of Si and 5 (the last vertex in the linkage)

is opposite R (the first vertex in the "next" linkage). The desired parallelo-

gram has sides parallel to RS and to the direction of a double line of support

resting on P and 5.

Theorem 1.8. A convex body Si is a 3-arc if and only if Si has a CP-hexagon

§ such that one of the following holds:

(i) Si rests on 3 alternate vertices of §.

(ii) Si rests on 3 adjacent vertices of §.

Proof. Sufficiency of the condition is obvious. In proving necessity we

first note, by Theorem 1.6, that vertices P, 5, and T of Si form either 3

linkages of one vertex or one linkage of 3 vertices. In the first case, by

Theorem 1.5, we have each vertex opposite the other two. The desired CP-

hexagon has sides parallel to double lines of support resting simultaneously on

pairs of vertices. In the second case, the reasoning is similar to that used in

proving Theorem 1.7.

The following corollaries are established by simple arguments. In connec-

tion with the first, we note that Si may not be a triare even though it rests

on vertices P, M, R, and 5 of a CP-hexagon LMNRST.

Corollary 1.9. The set of vertices of a k-arc Si, ¿ = 2 or 3, is unique if and

only if St does not rest on k +1 vertices of a circumscribed polygon with the prop-

erty of Theorem 1.7 or Theorem 1.8.

Corollary 1.10. The only triarcs with centers are segments, parallelograms,

and C-hexagons.

A triare is called proper if it is a 2-arc, or if it is a 3-arc resting on alter-
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nate vertices of one of its CP-hexagons. If the hexagon of Theorem 1.8 is a

CP(a) of $, it is called a principal CP(a) of $. If it is also a CC-support of

$, it is called a principal CC-support. If the parallelogram of Theorem 1.7

is a CP(a) of $, it is both a principal CP(a) of $and a principal CC-support.

2. Triares and center equivalence. In this section the convex body

$* has the origin 0 as center. We consider first an I A (a) of $*, say

ViVi V2V{ V3V2, such that $* is not flat in the direction of a side of I A (a).

Then CC(a) of $* is a hexagon WxWi W2W( W3Wl where WiW3' rests on

Fi and so on.

Let N=Wl + Vi and P=IF2' + F3'. Let (1/2) T(a) be the convex body
formed by the intersection of $*, St*+Vi, and $*+F3 (see Fig. 1). Thus

Vi, VI, and 0 are corners of (1/2) T(a) and the boundary of (1/2) T(a) is made

up of arcs ViV3, V30, and OFi which are translations, respectively, of arcs

ViVi, F2Fi',and V3Vl of $*°.

WÍ

Fig. 1

Theorem 2.1. If $* is not flat in the direction of a side of I A (a) of $*,

T(a) is a proper 3-arc center equivalent to $*. CP(a) of T(a), a principal

CP(a) of T(a), is a principal CC-support if and only if vertices of I A (a) bisect

sides of CC(a) of $*.

Proof. It is clear that T(a) is a proper 3-arc. Consider a double line of

support resting on points F and — V of $*° where F lies on the arc, say,

V3 V2. A parallel double line of support to (1/2) T(a)  meets its boundary
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at F3 and at a point Q on arc OV\. By construction, V3Q is parallel to the

segment from F to — F and has half its length. Thus St* and T(a) are

center equivalent. To complete the proof, we note that OPV\W3 V3 N is

CP(a) of (l/2)P(a). This is a C-hexagon if and only if, say, 0N= V\W3 or

W\Vi= V\W3 . This shows, incidentally, that if a vertex of IA(a) of Si* bi-

sects a side of CC(a) of Si*, all vertices of IA(a) have this property.

In finding relations between areas of bodies considered in Fig. 1, we let

triangle OVxV{ have area t, (l/2)T(a) have area s+t, OPVxW3' VIN have

area r-\-s-\-t, Si* have area A*, IA(a) of Si* have area Ai, CC(a) of Si* have

area Ac, T(a) have area T, and CP(a) of T(a) have area Tc. Then t>0,

r^O, 5^0, and we have At = 6t, A* = 6t + 2s, Ac = 6t + 2s + 2r, P = 4¿+4s, and

Pc = 4/+4s + 4r. Thus in addition to A^A*^AC and T^TC, we have

6Ac = 4Ai+3Tc, 6A*=iAi+3T, and (cf. Corollary 3.3) 2A*^3T.
These results are in part duplicated by Theorem III 2.2 which states, in

our present notation, 2(AC — Tc) = 8t — Pcè0. It follows that r-\-s^t where

equality holds if and only if CP(a) of T(a) is a CC-support. From this in-

equality we have in turn TC^AC, 4Ai^3Ac, and T^A*.

We have yet to discuss the case where Si* is flat in the direction of a side

of IA(a). The construction (1/2)T(a), is made as before but, in this case, a

side of triangle OVxVi will be an edge of (1/2)T(a) and (1/2)T(a) will be a

2-arc whose vertices are end points of this edge. In the set of values of a

which determine I A (a) there will be one such that CC(a) of Si* is a par-

allelogram. When this is the case, r-\-s = t.

The next two theorems summarize the preceding remarks.

Theorem 2.2. // Si*, not a segment, is flat in the direction of a side of

I A (a) of St*, T(a) is a 2-arc center equivalent to Si*. If CC(a) of St* is a parallelo-

gram, then T(a) has as CP(a) and principal CC-support, a congruent parallelo-

gram.

Theorem 2.3. If St* is not a segment and if CP(a) of T(a) is a CC-support,

then 2Ai/3^T^A*^Tc = Ac = 4Ai/3 and A^A* = (l/2)(T+Tc). Here
2Ai/3 = T if and only if Ai = A*, and T = A* if and only if AC=A*.

We have shown that to each real a corresponds a triare T(a). We note

T(a+Tf/3) is a translation of — T(a). If we make no distinction between T(a)

and its reflection, we see that in general the set of T(a) is in one-one cor-

respondence with intervals of a of length 7r/3.

Finally, from the construction of Fig. 1, it is evident that we may start

with any proper triare Si, form Si*, choose IA(a) of Si* so that one of its

major diagonals corresponds to the vector joining two vertices of Si, and ob-

tained Si as T(a). From this observation and from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we

have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4. Every proper triare has a principal CP(a).
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3. Triares of minimum area. In the theorem below we find that a convex

body whose area is no greater than the area of any center equivalent body

is a triare. This is only a necessary condition. Triares with this property are

called triares of minimum area.

Convex bodies discussed in this section are assumed not to be segments.

We continue to use the notation of Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 3.1. In the set of bodies center equivalent to a convex body $, a

body of minimum area is a triare X. Ï has a principal CC-support §. To X

corresponds a center equivalent proper triare of minimum area which also has

§ as principal CC-support.

Proof. By Theorem III 5.2, $ has a CC-support §. Choose a so that ^

is CP(a) of $.

Case I. Suppose § is a parallelogram. Then $ is a flat in a direction of a

side of § and, by Theorem 2.2, § is a principal CC-support of the 2-arc T(a).

Let the directions «i and a2 of Theorem III 1.1 be the directions of adjacent

sides of £>. By that theorem and by Theorems 1.7 and III 1.2, we have

T

A

and

A*

where l/2^pk^l for A = 2, 3,

Case II. If § is a C-hexagon, we have by Theorem 2.1 that T(a) is a 3-arc

resting on alternate vertices of CP(a) of T(a), a hexagon center equivalent

to §. Let the «i, a2, and a3 of Theorem III 1.1 be the directions of consecu-

tive sides of §. By that theorem and by Theorem 2.3

00

T = Tc — YL a<->
*«3

00

A = Ae — 53 V-kak,
t-3

and

1 x

A* = Ac-— X ak,
2 £_3

where 1/2^/^1 for A = 3, 4, • • • . Again T^A^A*.

=   Te —   2  ak.
k=i

00

=   Tc —   ¿1 ^kdk,
fc=2

1 M
= Tc-— 5Z a>;

2 k=i

■ ■ . We conclude that T^A^A*.
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The inequality A^A* is well known. The inequality T^A tells us the

area of $ is not less than the area of a center equivalent triare. Now assume

$ itself has minimum area. Here we restrict the discussion to the more

complicated case, Case II. Since T = A, Tc = Ae and Pk = l for A = 3, 4, • ■ • .

From the discussion following Theorem 2.1, we have TC=AC only if T(a) has

§ as principal CC-support. The equalities pk = 1 imply that $ rests on at

least one end point of each of the three major diagonals of §. By Theorem

1.8, $ is a 3-arc with § as principal CC-support.

Corollary 3.2. Every proper triare of minimum area has a principal CC-

support.

Corollary 3.3. In the notation of the previous theorem, 2A/3 ¿T^A^A*

■¿±3A/2 where the first equality sign holds i/$ is an A-hexagon, the last equality

sign holds if $ is a triangle, and the middle equality signs holds simultaneously

if $ is a parallelogram.

The last corollary is essentially known. It follows directly from Theorem

2.3 and Corollary 1.10. The next corollary follows from the proof of Theorem

3.1.

Corollary 3.4. A 2-arc is always a triare of minimum area. A triare of

minimum area center equivalent to $ is a 2-arc if and only if $ is flat. Two

center equivalent 2-arcs of minimum area have a common principal CC-support.

If we make no distinction between a convex body and its reflection, it is

easy to verify that a 2-arc St of minimum area has a distinct center equiva-

lent 2-arc of minimum area if and only if St is a 2-arc RS with a principal

CC-support RSTU such that St is flat in direction ST and such that St does

not rest on points P and U. The second 2-arc is then a 2-arc ST with the same

CC-support.

The question of the uniqueness of proper 3-arcs of minimum area is much

more complicated. In specific cases the description of the 3-arc often insures

uniqueness. In general, from the relations given immediately above Theorem

2.2, we see that center equivalent proper 3-arcs T(a) and T(ß) have minimum

area if and only if I A (a) and IA(ß) of their centralization have maximum

area. The latter holds only if T(a) and T(ß) have vertex triangles of equal

area.

If, however, a proper 3-arc of minimum area is unique, it is easy to dis-

pose of the question of whether or not there exists a center equivalent non-

proper 3-arc of minimum area.

Theorem 3.5. A proper 3-arc St', corresponding in the sense of Theorem 3.1

to a nonproper 3-arc St" of minimum area, has the property that, in the direction

of each of two sides of §, the sums of the lengths of edges of St' parallel to a side

is not less than the length of the side.
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Proof. Let X" be a 3-arc LMN with principal CC-support LMNRST.

Let 5i [52] be a point in which X" meets RS [ST]. Let the reflection of arc

5i52 in the boundary of X" with respect to the center of LMNRST be an arc

M\M2. Using an obvious notation it is clear that either X' or its reflection is

the body LM\M2NS\SS2L. The edges of X' parallel, for example, to LM have

lengths whose sum is not less than LM\-\-S\S = LM.

Theorem 3.6. // X is a proper 3-arc of minimum area and § is a principal

CC-support of X, then in each set of three alternate sides of § there is one side

which meets X only at an end point.

Proof. Assume the contrary. Suppose, for example, that X has vertices

P, 5, and T, that § is hexagon RR2SS2TT2, and that on Xo there is an in-

terior point Pi [resp., Si, Pi] of side RT2 [resp., SR2, TS2] of ÍQ. We lose no

generality in assuming that vectors [PPi], [SSi], and [PPi] sum to zero.

Let r [resp., s, t] be the arc of Xo from R to Si [resp., S to Pi, P to Pi]. Let

P4, 54, and T3 be defined by the vector equations [P2P4] = [SiS] and [52S4]

= [PiP3] = [PPi]. We may assume Pi is sufficiently close to P to insure that

Si is between P4 and S. We define P3 and S3 by the equations [P1P3] = [PPi]

and [S53] = [PPi].

Now let Si be the 3-arc RiST3 whose boundary consists of segment P1P3,

a translation R3S of r, segment SS3, a translation S3P3 of s, segment P3P,

and t. It is evident that St is center equivalent to X and that the area of ÍQ

minus the area of X equals the area of P-hexagon RiRtSS4T3T2 minus the

area of Si. Using Corollary III 2.3, we obtain the contradiction that St has

less area than X.

From the discussion of Theorem 3.5, the following corollary is seen to hold.

Corollary 3.7. A nonproper 3-arc LMN of minimum area has no points,

other than N and L, in common with sides NR and TL of a principal CC-sup-

port, LMNRST.

Even with the preceding theorems we are left with more possibilities

than are probably necessary for the position of a proper 3-arc PAS of mini-

mum area with respect to its CC-support LMNRST. The 3-arc PAS may

rest on either 5, 4, or 3 vertices of its CC-support, e.g.,

(i) L, N, R, S, and P. In this case PAS has no points other than L or N

in common with LM and MN.

(ii) P, M, N, and S

(iii) Only P, N, and S.

In the last two cases PAS must have the property of Theorem 3.6. Only

in the last case can PAS have an associated nonproper 3-arc of minimum

area.

4. Lebesgue's theorem. We conclude the chapter by giving a simple

example of an application of Theorem 3.1.
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Theorem 4.1. An orbiform of width D and minimum area is a Reuleaux

triangle.

Proof. Let $ be the orbiform sought. Since orbiforms have no edges, $

is not flat. By Theorem 3.1, $ is a 3-arc RST. If $ is proper, RS = ST=TR

= D and $ is the Reuleaux triangle RST. Theorem 3.5 insures that no im-

proper solution exists. Hence $, modulo rigid motions, is unique.

Chapter V. Yamanouti triaros

In this chapter we establish properties of a special class of triares. The

results are needed in Chapters VI and VIII.

1. Definitions and notation. Consider a triangle P5F which has at least

one altitude of length less than or equal to E and whose sides r, s, and / are

greater than or equal to E. Let Tr be the smaller arc of C(R, E) with end

points on RS and RT. Arcs Ts and r¡ are similarly defined. The convex hull,

$o, of triangle P5P, rr, Ts, and Ft is called a Yamanouti triare. Clearly $0 is

a proper triare of thickness E and diameter max [r, s, t]. If the altitude on P

has length not less than E, points opposite P form the segment ST. Other-

wise these points lie on segments 5Pi, RiT, and an arc PiP2 of C(R, E) where

5Pi and R2T are tangent to C(R, E). Thus $o is a 3-arc if and only if all

altitudes of RST have length less than P. If r = s=t, $0 is called an equi-

lateral Yamanouti triare.

The following theorem permits us to speak of the Yamanouti triare asso-

ciated with a given proper triare.

Theorem 1.1. To each proper triare $ of thickness E there corresponds a

unique Yamanouti triare $o imbedded in $ and having the same vertices and

same thickness.

Proof. Let §bea principal CC-support of $. If $ is a proper 3-arc, let

P, 5, and T be its vertices. If $ is a 2-arc, let P and 5 be its vertices and let

T be a point of $ of maximum distance from RS. We note that min [r, s, t]

2: thickness of §^P. Moreover the thickness of ARST, the length of its

shortest altitude, is less than or equal to P. The Yamanouti triare $°,

constructed as above, satisfies the stated conditions.

For convenience in the discussions to follow we need other definitions.

If the altitudes on P and 5 have lengths less than E, the convex hull of RST,

TT, and r„ is called the Gothic 2-arc R*S*T. If the altitude on P has length

less than E, the convex hull of RST and Tr is called the semi-Gothic 2-arc

R*ST. The closure of the set of points in the semi-Gothic 2-arc R*ST but

not in ARST is called the Moorish 2-arc R*ST. Thus a Yamanouti triare

RST is a triangle, a semi-Gothic 2-arc, a Gothic 2-arc, or a Yamanouti

3-arc when it is formed by adjoining to ARST, respectively, 0, 1, 2, or 3

Moorish 2-arcs.
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Let p, a, t, and 5 be respectively the arccosines of E/r, E/s, E/t, and

E/D. Let f(r)=E2 (tan p—p), f(s)=E2 (tan a — a), etc. Let a or a(r, s, t)

he the area of APSP. Let F(r, s, t) =f(r)+f(s)+f(t)+-irE2/2-2a.

Denoting derivatives with respect to r by primes, we have f'(r)

= E(r2 — E2)ll2/r and f"(r) =Ei/r2(r2 — P2)1'2. The following theorem is seen

to hold.

Theorem 1.2. The area of a circle cap whose base is a circular arc of radius

E and whose peak is a distance of x from the center of the circle equals f(x). f(x)

is strictly increasing and strictly convex, E^x< oo.

Theorem 1.3. // a capping body of 3 contains more than one circle cap

with a base in the same circular arc of 3°. these circle caps may be replaced

by a single circle cap without changing the perimeter or area of the capping body.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case of 2 circle caps RPS and SQT

subtending respectively central angles of 2a and 2/3 in a circle of radius E.

We have 2E(a+ß) <2P(tan a + tan ß) <2P tan (min [a+ß, tt/2]). Since

the end expressions are bounds for lengths of paths from R to T determined

by a single circle cap, and since the middle expression is the sum of the

lengths of the sides of the given caps, it is clear that these caps may be re-

placed by a single cap which leaves the perimeter unchanged. If the new cap

subtends an angle of 27, we have 2P tan y-\-2E(a-\-ß — y) =2P(tan a + tan ß).

From this we obtain the desired area relation P2(tan 7— y)=P2(tan a —a)

+E2(tanß-ß).

Lemma 1.4. Let 30°^P, S, P^90° and let 2Q=f(r)+f(s)+E2T-2a. If
the altitude on T has length greater than E, Q is negative. Otherwise Q equals the

area of the Moorish 2-arc T*RS.

Proof. The latter statement is easy to prove. In proving the former, fix

r, s, and / and denote derivatives with respect to E by primes. Let Ço = 2Q/E2.

Then

Ço = tan p — p -\- tan a — a + P — sec p sec a sin P,

QoE = — tan p — tan a + 2 sin T sec p sec a,

QoE cos p cos <r = 2 sin P — sin (p + a) ^ 2 sin P — 1 ^ 0.

Since Ço is 0 when E is the length of the altitude on P, Q0 and Q are negative

for smaller values of E.

As a direct consequence of this lemma we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.5. // 30° gR, S, P^90°, the area of the Yamanouti triare Sio

is greater than or equal to F(r, s, t). Equality holds if and only if no altitude of

ARST has length greater than E.
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2. Properties involving diameter. If we fix s, t, and P and denote deriva-

tives with respect to r by primes, we have

F'(r, s, t) = E(r2 - E2Y'2/r - r cot R,

and

1 — cos R sin 5 sin T
F"(r, s, t) = f"(r) +

sin R sin 5 sin T

Thus F(r, s, t) is strictly convex in r.

Lemma 2.1. If r^s^t, F(r, s, t)^F(s, s, t).

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to show that F'(r, s, t) is negative for r = s^t.

This holds since

F'(r, s, t) < E(r2 - E2)l'2/r - r cot 60° < 0.

Lemma 2.2. Ifr^s^t and if R^30°, then F(r, s, t)^F(t, t, t).

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to let r = s and to show that F(r, r, t)

decreases with r. Indeed F'(r, r, t)=2f'(r)-2r tan P^2P(r2-P2)"2/r

-2r/31'2<0.

Theorem 2.3. Let $o be the Yamanouti triare of thickness E determined

by the triangle RST. Let r^s^t^2E/3112. If r <t, $0 is not a solution of the

(D, E) problem described in Chapter I.

Proof. We may assume t = D. Clearly 30°^P, 5, P^90°. By Lemma 2.2,

F(r, s, t)>F(D, D, D). By Theorem 1.5, the area of $0 exceeds F(D, D, D).

But F(D, D, D) is the area of an equilateral Yamanouti triare of thickness E

and diameter P.

Theorem 2.4. If E^r^s^tSD^3^2t and if P^30°, we have the in-

equality F(r, s, t)+f(D) ^F(D, D, D). Equality holds only if E = D.

Proof. By Lemma 2.2, F(r, s, t)+f(D)^F(t, t, t)+f(D)^2f(t)+f(D)
+xP2/2 - 2a(t, t, t) ^ F(t, t, D) ^ F(D, D, D).

3. Properties involving perimeter. In this section we show that certain

Yamanouti triares are not solutions of the (C, P) problem described in

Chapter I. These results are applied in Chapter VIII. In several of the proofs

a mechanical argument is used in place of a long and tedious analytic proof.

Theorem 3.1. Consider a Gothic 2-arc R*S*T for which S9^r, or a semi-

Gothic 2-arc R*ST for which the distance from S to RT is not less than E.

There exists a 2-arc of the same type, the same perimeter, and smaller area, de-

termined by R, S, and a point T' near T.
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Proof. We may assume s<r. Let h be the distance from P to RS. Let

Si be the 2-arc under consideration. Let Po be the point of intersection of

C(R, E) and C(S, E) nearest P. Let í?0 be the Gothic 2-arc R*S*T0. Let T he

the boundary curve of Si. The reader is asked to think of Sio as a fixed struc-

ture and T as a flexible, frictionless, weightless, inextensible cord which

surrounds Sio and is attached to Sio at points R and S. At the point P let T

pass through a freely sliding ring. Let a constant gravitational field be intro-

duced with a direction perpendicular to RS and towards P. The ring is then

allowed to slide a small distance to a new position P'.

For the Gothic 2-arc St, the formula A =E(C —1)/2— a is easily estab-

lished. In the process described above, E, C, and t remain fixed. Since h

increases, a increases, and A decreases. For the semi-Gothic 2-arc Si, we

find A =E(C — s —1)/2. Here E, C, and t are fixed and since s increases,

A decreases.

Theorem 3.2. // a circle capping body of either 2-arc described in Theorem

3.1 has thickness E, it may be subjected to a deformation which preserves thickness

and perimeter and decreases area.

Proof. If the addition of a circle cap to a body increases its area by/(x),

its perimeter is increased by 2f(x)/E. Thus no change occurs in A— EC/2.

Hence, as in the proof of the previous theorem, it is sufficient to note that

we can increase h or 5 by deforming T. This is done in this case by reducing

the size of a circle cap and removing the resulting slack in cord T by pulling

out on the ring at P.

Theorem 3.3. No circle capping of a Yamanouti 3-arc is a solution of the

(C, E) problem.

Proof. In this case we have A=EC/2 — 2a. We may proceed as in the

previous theorem to increase h, increase a, and decrease A.

Theorem 3.4. No nonequilateral Yamanouti 3-arc is a solution of the

(C, E) problem.

Proof. In triangle RST all altitudes have length less than E. We may

assume E^s^t^r where s<r. Chord RS splits the Yamanouti 3-arc RST

into a Gothic 2-arc R*S*T and a Moorish 2-arc T*RS. We proceed by de-

forming these in turn.

Using the process described in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we deform the

Gothic 2-arc R*S*T into a Gothic 2-arc R*S*T'. Let the boundary excluding

segment RS of the Moorish 2-arc T*RS be thought of as a cord T attached

to fixed points P and S. Imagine a wheel IF in the plane of RST which has

center P and radius E. Then for a gravitational field perpendicular to RS

and away from P, T has the form of a cord on which IF rests. W meets Y at

an arc P1P2, and PPi and T2S are tangent to this arc. Release IF and let it
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roll or slide along T until its center reaches a point T'" such that T'T'" is

perpendicular to RS. Clearly T'" is closer to RS than T. Let T" be the

point on T'T'" such that TT" is parallel to RS. Move IF so its center is at

T". There is now slack in T. Introduce between IF and T a block in the form

of a circle cap XYZ whose base is on the rim of IF and which is just large

enough to restore tautness in Y. Now Y has the form of a segment RT{',

an arc T{'X, segments XY and YZ, an arc ZT", and a segment T2 S.

We have deformed the Moorish 2-arc T*RS into a circle capping body of the

Moorish 2-arc T"*RS. Each has as perimeter, C", the length of RS plus the

length of T. Elementary computations establish that they have the same area,

E(C"-t)/2-a.
When the deformations described for the Gothic 2-arc R*S*T and the

Moorish 2-arc T*RS are carried out simultaneously, the Yamanouti 3-arc is

clearly deformed into a convex body RT{'XYZTÍ' ST' which has the same

thickness, same perimeter, and less area.

The results of this section may be summarized as follows.

Theorem 3.5. If a solution of the (C, E) problem is a Yamanouti triare $,

then $ is either a triangle or an equilateral Yamanouti 3-arc. No circle capping

body of a Yamanouti triare is a solution of the (C, E) problem.

Chapter VI. The (D, E) problem

In this chapter we solve the problem of finding the body of minimum area

which has a given diameter D and thickness P. We denote a solution by

$(P, P) and its area by A(D, E). Two solutions are not considered distinct

if one is obtained from the other by a rigid motion. The notation (D, E)

body refers to a convex body of diameter D and thickness P.

1. Summary of results. In the following theorem, Case (i) was proved by

Kubota [ó]. Case (iii), proved by Lebesgue [8, 9], was considered in §IV 4.

The proof of Case (ii) is given in the next section.

Theorem 1.1. With the exception of Case (i) below, $(P, E) is unique. If we

have:

(i) 0^2P/31/2^P, $(P, P) is a triangle of base D and height E, and

A(D,E)=DE/2.
(ii) 0<P<P<2P/31/2, $(P, P) is an equilateral Yamanouti triare, and

A(D, P) = (7rP2-31/2P2)/2 + 3P2(tan 5-5), where 5=cos-1 (E/D).

(iii) 0<E — D, $(P, E) is a Reuleaux triangle and A(D, E)

= (7r-31'2)P2/2.

If we set x = E/D and y = A(D, E)/D2, we have y=x/2, 0^x^31/2/2.

For 31/2/2gx^l, we have

y = (-KX2 - 31/2)/2 + 3z2(tan S - 5),

y' = x(w - 65) + 3(1 - s2)1'2,
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and

y" = x - 65 + 3*/(l - *2)1/2,

where 5 = cos-1 x. Since S decreases from 7r/6 to 0, we see that y is strictly

increasing and strictly convex and y' increases from 3/2 to it.

Theorem 1.2. For a convex body of area A, diameter D, and thickness E

the following simple sharp inequalities hold:

(i) 2A^DE.
(ii) 2^^3PP-31'2P2.
(iii)  2A^irE2-3ll2D2.

The first inequality was proved by Kubota. The second inequality fol-

lows from the relation of the graph of y =/(x) to its supporting line of slope

3/2 at the point (31/2/2, 31/2/4). The third inequality follows from the ex-

pression for y and the inequality tan 5 — 5^0. The third inequality is uni-

formly better than the inequality 2A^D(2TrE — wD — 31,2D) determined by

constructing the tangent to y=f(x) at the point (1, 7r/2 —31/2/2). The

domains for which the inequalities are particularly good are, respectively,

0áxg31/2/2, 31/2/2^xg3/7T, and 3/tt^x^I.

2. The case 0<£<P<2£/31/2. By Blaschke's Selection Theorem, we

know Si(D, E) exists. We assume SÍ(D, E) is not an equilateral Yamanouti

triare and show that this leads to a contradiction.

In this section we denote Si(D, E) by Si and use the notation of §V 1.

We first note that, since center equivalent bodies have the same diameter

and thickness, the following lemma follows from Theorem IV 3.1.

Lemma 2.1. Si is a triare. We may assume Si is a proper 3-arc RST or a

2-arc RS. Si has a principal CC-support, §.

If Si is a 2-arc, let P be a point of Si whose distance from RS is maximum.

We lose no generality by assuming P=l. We proceed as in §V 1. From

lúr, s,t^D<2/31'2, wehave0^p,o-,ráS<7r/6and51o<cos-15/8<P, S, T

<cos -1 1/3 < 71°. Let Sii he the Yamanouti triare associated with Si. It is

contained in Si, its thickness is 1, and its diameter is max [r, s, t\.

Lemma 2.2. At most one altitude of triangle RST has length greater than or

equal to 1.

Proof. If, say, RP and SQ are altitudes of length not less than one, the

least possible values of r and s occur when RP = SQ = 1. Hence, since / < 2/31/2,

we have the contradiction that r and 5 exceed 2/31/2.

We may assume that the altitude on P has maximum length since, if Si

is the 2-arc RS, the altitude on P must be no less than 1 and must therefore

have maximum length.

Lemma 2.3. There is a point P not in Sii such that Si is the convex hull of
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P and $1, and such that P is a distance of D from a vertex, say R, of $. The

diameter of Sti is less than D.

Proof. By Theorem V 3.5, $i is identical with $ only if it is equilateral

and of diameter D. Since this contradicts our assumption with regard to $,

we have that $! is a proper subset of $. This, in turn, is a contradiction if $i

has diameter D. Hence r, s, t<D and $ contains a point P distinct from

P, S, or T such that P is the endpoint of a chord of length D. We have an

immediate contradiction unless $ is the convex hull of $i and P since, by the

Fig. 2

previous lemma, this convex hull is necessarily a (D, E) body contained in $.

Finally, if the altitude of triangle RST on T has a length not less than one,

the assumption that P is opposite T leads to a contradiction. In this case

$i is a Yamanouti 3-arc and P may be displaced on the circle C(T, D) to a

position P0 outside ¿p, and the convex hull of P0 and $i is a (D, E) body of

smaller area than $. We may therefore assume P is opposite, say, P.

In the discussion that follows we use the phrase "inside [outside] the line

t" to mean "in the one of the two open half-planes determined by t whose

closure has [does not have] $i as a subset." The principal constructions

are shown in Fig. 2.

Let $i be the triare RT^íSR^íTSiSíR. Let 5PX meet TR2 at U. The
point P of Lemma 2.3 cannot lie outside both SU and TU for, if such were

the caseP could be displaced on C(R, D) to obtain a (D, E) body of smaller

area than $. We may assume P lies inside SU.

It follows that P lies outside TU, for if P lies inside or on TU, we have
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A (D, E) equal to the area of Sii plus the area/(P) of a circle cap. From Theo-

rems V 1.5 and V 2.4 we have

(*) A(D, E) ^ F(r, s, t) + f(D) > F(D, D, D),

and this, as in the proof of Theorem V 2.3, is a contradiction.

Let W\, W2, and IF3 be points on C(R, D) such that IF3 is on SiP extended,

PIF2 is parallel to PPi, and IFi is U [resp., is on TU, is on SU extended] if

U lies on [resp., outside, inside] the circle C(R, D). These three points are

distinct and have the ordering given by their subscripts. Since P is in §, P

lies on the arc W\W2.

Let F be the point on arc P1P2 of C(R, 1) such that PV is tangent to

this arc. Let 0 be the angle P2P F and let e be the angle TRP. We note that

e = 0+(T — 5. Since triangles PRV, TRP, TRR2, and sector R2RV have re-

spectively the areas (l^P»2-!)1'2, (1/2)50 sin e, (l/2)(s2-l)112, and

(1/2)0, the area of Si exceeds the area of Sti by (1/2) (sD sin e-\-(D2-iyi2

— 0— (s2—1)1/2). We denote the expression in parentheses by X. With r, s, t,

and D fixed, X is a function of e. Denoting derivatives with respect to e by

primes we have X'=sD cos e— 1 and X"= —sD sin e. Thus A" is a concave

function and since a contradiction results unless X has minimum value, €

has one of the values determined by having P coincident with IFi or IF2

We denote these values by €1 and e2 respectively.

Consider first the case X(e2) ^A(ei). We may assume P= IF2. Since a dis-

placement of P into the arc W2W3 determines a value e such that e<e2<ei

and X(e) <X(e2), we obtain as a contradiction the existence of a (D, E)

body of smaller area than Si.

We are left only with the possibility X(ei) <X(e2) and P= IFi. This holds

only if A'<0 for e=t\. Hence cos e<l/sD. Since the case where P lies inside

or on TU has already been eliminated, we have that IFi lies on SPi extended.

Let P3 be the point on C(R, 1) such that IF1P3 is tangent to C(R, 1) and R2 is

between Pi and R3.

Since cos TRWX< 1/sD^l/D< 1/s, angle PP IFi> 5 >o-. This inequality

implies that R2 and R3 lie in the interior of triangle IFiPP. Let IF1P2 and TR3

meet at Q\ and let IF1P3 and TR2 meet at Q2. Trivially, the area of circle

cap R2Q2R3 is not greater than the area of triangle R2Q2R3 and the latter, by

Lemma III 2.5, is not greater than the area of triangle Q2W\T. Hence X/2

is not less than the sum of the areas of circle caps R2Q2R3, R\UR2, and tri-

angle UWiQ2. Since this sum is the area,/(P), of circle cap P1IF1P3, we again

have the inequality (*), from which as before we may derive a contradic-

tion.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Chapter VII. Minimum area under imbedding conditions

Results given in this chapter are, in some cases, analogous to those ob-

tained by Favard [2]. The latter sought for his purposes to replace a plane
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body by another of equal area and larger perimeter, where these bodies

were subject to some imbedding condition. Others have used ellipses as

they are used below in discussing length-preserving deformations of convex

curves. We refer to the ellipse with foci P and Q which has a major axis of

length X as the ellipse (P, Q, X).

Consider a convex body $1 in which a convex body 3 is imbedded [resp.,

which is imbedded in 3]- If there exists a convex body $2 of the same

perimeter and less area in which 3 is also imbedded [resp., which is also im-

bedded in 3]i we say that $i can be shrunk or, more explicitly, that $i can

be shrunk over 3 into $2 [resp., under 3 into $2].

1. A fundamental lemma. The lemma to which we here refer is Lemma 1.3.

In the following discussion, 8 represents a triangular body P5P where

angle TRS ;£ angle RST. However the results are seen to hold if 8 is the un-

bounded convex set whose boundary has the following form. Let TiRST2 be

a convex nondegenerate quadrilateral such that the ray from P through Pi

does not meet the ray from 5 through P2 and such that angle PiP5

jangle RST2. Let 8° be composed of these two rays and of the segment RS.

By a standard triangle in RST, we mean a triangle with base RS whose

vertex lies on ST or, when TRS = RST only, on RT.

Lemma 1.1. If P is in 8 and RSP is not a standard triangle, we may shrink

RSP under 8.

Proof. Let ellipse (P, 5, RP+PS) meet ST at Q. We may shrink RSP
into RSQ.

Lemma 1.2. // RSPiP2 is a convex quadrilateral in 8, we may shrink

RSPiP2 into a standard triangle.

Proof. Suppose, first, Pi lies on ST. By Lemma 1.1 and the angle in-

equality TRPi<TRS^RST<RPiT, we may shrink RPiP2 under PPiP
into RPiQ where Q is on Pi P. This shrinks RSPiP2 into RSQ.

Suppose, next, that P2 is on RT. Shrink P25PX under P2ST into PiSQ, a

standard triangle in P2ST. If Q is on ST, we may treat RSQPi as in the

first case. If Q is on P2T, we apply Lemma 1.1 to RSQ.

Finally, if neither Pi nor P2 is on 8°, let RP2 meet ST at Tv By the

previous case, we may shrink RSPiP2 into a standard triangle in RSTi. This

triangle is also standard in RST.

Lemma 1.3. If $ is~a convex body, not a standard triangle, in 8 and if $ has

RS as an edge, then $ can be shrunk into a standard triangle in 8.

Proof. The case where $ is a convex polygon may be easily established by

induction. Assume $ is not a polygon. Let P be a point of $° not on a

supporting line of $ through P or 5. Let a supporting line of $ at P meet RT

at Pi and ST at 5i. Let §  [resp., 3] be the intersection of $ and triangle
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PPPi [resp., P55i]. By expressing £> as the limit of a polygon sequence we

easily establish the existence in PPPi of a standard triangle RPR2 with a

perimeter equal to that of § and with an area no greater than that of §.

There corresponds, in the same way, to 3 a standard triangle PSS2 in PSSi.

The polygon RSS2PR2 may now be shrunk into a standard triangle.

2. Capping bodies. We use here terminology and notation introduced in

Chapter II.

Theorem 2.1. In the set of all convex bodies which contain a convex body 3

and which have a given perimeter C, a body $ of minimum area is a capping

body of 3-

Proof. If 3 is a segment, so is $. Assume 3 has inner points and consider

a body $ of perimeter C containing 3- Let / be a line of support of 3 but not

of $. Let / meet $° at points Pi and P2. At these points let ¿i and t2 respec-

tively be supporting lines of $. Let ir [resp., in, ir2] be the closed half-plane

determined by t [resp., ti, t2] which does not contain 3 [resp., which contains

$]. Let 8 be the intersection of these three half planes. By Lemma 1.3,

8P\$ is a standard triangle in 8. This clearly implies that each component

of the subset of $° not in 3° is a polygonal line and that no edge of $ may be

separated from 3 by a supporting line of 3- Hence each such component

consists of exactly two segments, the sides of a cap.

It is evident that if the following theorem did not hold, we could displace Q

on ellipse (P, P, PQ+QR) to obtain a contradiction.

Theorem 2.2. For a cap PQR in the body $ of the previous theorem either

PQ or QR is an extreme supporting line of 3- If, say, PQ^QR then either at

R there is no supporting line which separates Q from 3 or at P there is no sup-

porting line of 3 which fails to meet RQ.

In the following theorem consider again a cap PQR in the body $ of

minimum area. Let the extreme supporting lines of 3 at P meet PQ at Pi

and Qi so that on PQ we have in order the points P, Plf Q, and Ci .We assume

that Pi, Q, and Qi are distinct.

Theorem 2.3. Cap PQR has the property PiQi^RQi.

Proof. Assume the theorem false. We note Pi is not in 3 since P is given

as an end point of cap PQR. We have PiQ^RQ for otherwise we obtain a

contradiction by displacing Q on ellipse (Pi, P, PiQ+QR). Let Q2 be the

reflection of Q with respect to the perpendicular bisector of PPi. In $° re-

place segments PiQ and QR by segments PiQ2 and QiR. The resulting con-

vex body contradicts Theorem 2.1.

3. Applications to the (C, P) problem. For the statement of this problem

and for some of the notation used below, see the introduction of Chapter

VIII.
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Consider a convex body 3 of thickness E and, strictly containing 3> a

convex body Si of perimeter C and thickness E. If we may shrink Si over 3

into Sii, it is clear Sii has a thickness no less than E and may therefore be

shrunk (not necessarily over 3) into a (C, E) body. Thus Si is not Si(C, E).

By this reasoning we establish the following extensions of theorems in the

previous section.

Theorem 3.1. If Si is not a capping body of 3, Si is not St(C, E).

Theorem 3.2. If the caps in Si do not have the property of Theorem 2.2, Si

is not SÎ(C, E).

Theorem 3.3. If the caps in Si do not have the property of Theorem 2.3, Si is

not St(C, E).

On the boundary of a body Si(C, E) consider a point P which is an end

point of no major chord of length E. Moreover, if P is interior to an edge

of St(C, E), assume no point of this edge is an end point of a major chord

of length E. Let t he a supporting line at P. Let s be the chord of St(C, E)

parallel to / and at minimum distance from t such that 5 contains an end point

of a major chord of length E. Let Sit be the simple cutting body of Si(C, E),

determined by s, which is disjoint from P. By Theorem 3.1, Sî(C, E) is a

capping body of Sit and the closure of the set of points in the former body

but not in the latter is a triangle with 5 as a base and with a vertex on I.

Thus a contradiction results unless the following theorems hold.

Theorem 3.4. An extreme point of Si(C, E) is either a corner of Si(C, E),

the intersection of two edges of that body, or else an end point of a major chord of

length E.

Theorem 3.5. On every edge of Si(C, E) there is at least one point which is

an end point of a major chord of length E.

4. Other bodies of extremal area. The theorem below supplements

Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 4.1. In the set of all convex bodies which are contained in a convex

body 3 o,nd which have a given perimeter C, a body of minimum area is a cutting

body of 3-

Proof. Let Si be a body of minimum area and let T be a component of the

set of points found in S° but not in 3°- If T consists of two or more line seg-

ments, we can displace a corner, as in Lemma 1.1, to establish a contradic-

tion. Assume T contains a point of accumulation P of extreme points

of Si. We may select points R and S in Si0 sufficiently close to P to insure that

supporting lines of $ at R and S meet at a point P inside 3°- By Lemma 1.3,

the subset of St in RST is a standard triangle in RST. This contradicts our
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choice of P. We are forced to conclude that T is a segment whose closure is a

chord of 3-
A convex body $ of given perimeter, either contained in or containing a

given body 3, which has maximum area, has the property that points in $°

but not in 3° form circular arcs. This and other properties of $ may be estab-

lished in a manner similar to that used for finding properties of bodies of

minimum area. If one thinks of $ as the cross section of a balloon, these

properties are intuitively obvious.

Chapter VIII. The (C, E) problem

In this chapter we solve the problem of finding the body of minimum

area which has a given perimeter C and thickness P. We denote a solution by

$(C, P) and its area by A(C, E). The notation (C, P) body refers to a con-

vex body of perimeter C and thickness E.

1. Summary of results. In the following theorem, Case (i) was proved by

Yamanouti [lO] who also correctly conjectured the solution for Case (ii).

Case (iii), proved by Lebesgue [8, 9], was considered in §IV 4. The proof

of Case (ii) is given in the next section.

Theorem 1.1. $(C, P) is uniquely determined by C and E. When:

(i) 0^2(31/2)P^C,  $(C, P)  »5 a triangle two of whose altitudes  have

length E and A (C, E) is the middle root of the equation

128CX3 - 16P(5C2 + E2)x2 + 16E2C3x - P3C4 = 0,

(ii) 0<irP<C<2(31/2)P, $(C, P) is an equilateral Yamanouti triare and

2A(C, P)=P(C-31/2P sec2 7) where tan 7-7 = (C-ttP)/6P,

(iii) 0<irP = C, $(C, P) is a Reuleaux triangle and 2A(C, E) =P2(tt-31/2).

We now consider the graph of y =f(x) where x = C/E and y =A/E2.

For ir^x?¿2(3112), we have the equations x=7r + 6(tan 7 — 7) and y

= (x —31/2 sec2 7)/2 where the parameter 7 has the range 0^7^7r/6. We

find that y is a decreasing convex function of x and dy/dx increases from

- 00 to -1/6.

Let t = 4y/x. For 2(31/2)^x< », we have x = t/(l -t)(2t-l)1'2 where the

parameter t increases from 2/3 to 1. In this interval, y is an increasing con-

cave function of x.

The equations of the extreme supporting lines of the graph at

(2(31/2), 1/31'2) are 6y =-x+4(31/2) and 4y=x-2/31/2. From these we ob-

tain the first two inequalities in the theorem below. The second inequality is

known and was proved by Kawai [5]. For the interval 2(31/2) ^x< 00,

Yamanouti [lO] has the improved bound 4y^x— (1+4/x2)1'2. Improved

bounds can be found for values of x near w in the form 2y^x

-31'2-31'2((x-7r)/6)1/n.

The last inequality in the theorem below is justified by observing that
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for 7T^x< oo, the minimum value of t is 2/3. In each of the inequalities,

equality holds only for an equilateral triangle.

Theorem 1.2. For a convex body of perimeter C, thickness E, and area A, the

following simple sharp inequalities hold:
(i) 64=4£231/2-C£,

(ii) 4A^CE-2E2/31'2,

(iii) 6,4 ̂ C£.

2. The case 0<ir£<C<2(31/2)£. By Blaschke's Selection Theorem, we

know Si(C, E) exists. We assume SÍ(C, E) is not an equilateral Yamanouti

triare, and show that this leads to a contradiction. In the remainder of the

section we denote Si(C, E) by Si.

Since center equivalent bodies have the same perimeter and thickness, the

following lemma follows.from Theorem IV 3.1.

Lemma 2.1. Si is a triare. We may assume Si is a proper 3-arc RST or a 2-arc.

Si has a principal CC-support, §.

If Si is a 2-arc RS [resp., ST, TR] let T [resp., P, S] be an extreme point

of St whose distance from RS [resp., ST, TR] is maximum. We lose no gen-

erality by assuming £ = 1. If no altitude of APSP has length less than 1, we

have the contradiction that the perimeter of the triangle, and hence C, is

not less than 2(31/2). Thus, associated with Si there is a Yamanouti triare Sii

and, by Theorem VII 3.1, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. Si is either Sii or a capping body of Sti. Si is not a triangle.

Lemma 2.3. Each angle of the triangle RST is less than 84° and greater

than 45°.

Proof. Assume, say, P^84°. Then the perimeter of Sii is not less than

the perimeter of a sector of radius 1 and central angle P. Hence we have

the contradiction C^2+P>2(31/2). Assume now P^45°. For 5 and t fixed,

the perimeter X of triangle RST is least if r = 1 and R = 45°. Under these con-

ditions X is least when \S— T\ is maximum. Since | S— T\ <84°-51°,

OX>l + 21'2 sin 84° + 21'2 sin 5 Io > 2(3"*), a contradiction.

We have assumed St is not an equilateral Yamanouti triare. By Theorem

V 3.5, Si is neither Sii nor a circle capping of Sii. Let PQZ be a cap in Si

which is not a circle cap. It is clear that at least one of the points P or Z is a

vertex of ARST. If both P and Z are vertices and Y is the third vertex, we

cannot have PY=ZY=1 for, in that case, since Q lies in §, we have Q a

vertex of § and PQZ is a circle cap of Sii. We may assume Z=T, that the

distance from P to the vertex of ARST opposite Q is greater than 1, and

that s^r.

Let r', s', and t' be respectively the lengths of the altitudes perpendicular

to r, s, and t. We have t'^1 for otherwise the edge QT of St contradicts
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Theorem VII 3.5. The boundary points of Sii opposite P consist of an arc PiP2

of C(T, 1) and of segments PPi and T2S tangent to C(T, 1). If r'S 1 [i';gl],

let points Pi and P2 [Si and S2] be similarly defined.

Lemma 2.4. Q is not opposite S.

Proof. Assume the contrary. If s'i± 1, RTis an edge of Sii, P = R, and since

Q lies in §, we have a contradiction from Theorem VII 3.2. Hence s'<l. P

lies on arc SiS2 for otherwise P = R and we again have a contradiction from

Theorem VII 3.2. Let PSi extended meet PQ at Pi and let the other extreme

supporting line of $1 at T meet PQ extended at Qi. We wish to use Theorem

VII 3.3 to derive a contradiction. It remains to show angle QiPiT<angle

P1TQ1. We assume the least favorable case, P = S2 and QiT parallel to RTi.

(This limiting position of QiT is determined by the limiting position of

parallel sides of §.) Let SSi meet PPi at F and TR at IF.

In the notation of §V 1, angle QiPiT = S2SSi — S — T—p and angle P1TQ1

= SFPi= VST-\-STV= T—<r-\-p. For fixed r and 5, a decrease in / increases

S — T—p and decreases P —cr+p. We may assume we have minimum t and

hence either t = l or t'= 1. First, if t = l, S-T-p = S-p^R-o<SWR-o~

= P+p —(j. Finally, if t' = \, T = a-\-p, p = 90° —S, and the problem reduces

to that of showing 4S<270°+t. This holds since, by Lemma 2.3, 2S^P + S
= 7T-P<135°.

By the previous lemma there is no cap of Sii with peak opposite S and with

P as an end point. In the following lemma we continue, of course, to assume

s^r.

Lemma 2.5. Q is not opposite R.

Proof. Assume the contrary. We have analogously with the proof of

Lemma 2.4 a contradiction from Theorem VII 3.2 unless r' <1 and P lies

on the arc PiP2. Let TR2 meet PQ at Pi and let the other extreme supporting

line to $1 at P meet PQ extended at Qi. We have a contradiction from

Theorem VII 3.3 if we can show angle QiPiT<angle Ç1PP1. We assume the

least favorable case, P=Ri. If s'a 1, P(?i is an extension of RTand we have

the angle inequality QiPiT = R2RRi^R<w/2SQiTPi. If s'<l, TQi is an
extension of Si P. Let RR2 meet SSi at U. Since US<l^RS, we have the

inequality QiPiT^URS<SUR = QiTPi.
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 show that the cap PQT cannot exist. This completes

the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Chapter IX. The (C, D) problem

In this chapter we give some properties of a convex body of minimum

area, say Si(C,D), which has a given perimeter C and diameter D. Let A(C, D)

he the minimum area for given C and D.

Kubota   [6,   7]   has   shown   that   for   2P^Cg3P,   St(C,   D)   is   a
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triangle with sides D, D, and C — 2D. The corresponding area inequality,

\A ^ (C - 2D)(4CD - C2)1'2,

holds even for 03D. Kubota also establishes for any convex body the

inequality

4A ^ 3!'2P(C - 2D).

For C = wD, $(C, D) is a Reuleaux triangle (see Theorem IV 4.1) and

2A(C,D) = P2(t- 31'2).

Thus the nature of $(C, D) remains in doubt only for 3D<C<irD. In the

remainder of the chapter this inequality is assumed to hold.

It is well known [l, §64] that each planar set $ of diameter D is a subset

of an orbiform 3 of width D and that 3 can be chosen so that its interior con-

tains a point of $ whose distance from other points of $ is less than D. The

following theorem is a consequence of this result and of Theorem VII 4.1.

Theorem 1. $(C, D) is a cutting body of an orbiform of width D. Each

extreme point of $(C, D) is an end point of a major chord of length D.

From Theorem IV 3.1, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. $(C, D) is a triare. We may assume St(C, D) is a proper triare.

Since $(C, D) is a triare, we may make Theorem 1 more explicit. Assume,

say, that it is a 3-arc LMN such that no side of triangle LMN equals D.

Let § be a principal CC-support of $(C, D). Let Pi be the first point of

$°(C, D) going positively from M such that Li lies on §° and LLi = D. Let

Mi and Ni be similarly defined. Let the circular arcs of radius D centered at

L and Ni meet at L2. Let M2 and A^2 be similarly defined. We thus obtain

LNiNiMLiLiNMiM2L, a Reuleaux nonagon containing $(C, D). If one or

more sides of ALMN equal D, the construction is modified and we obtain

the following result.

Theorem 3. $(C, D) is a cutting body of a Reuleaux n-gon for n — 3, 5, 7,

or 9.

From the preceding theorem we know that $°(C, D) is made up of seg-

ments and circular arcs of radius D. We continue by showing that the

presence of circular arcs is impossible.

Since C<ttD, $°(C, D) contains at least one segment PR. Let Ti be the

circular arc of radius D exterior to $(C, D) with end points P and P. It is

clear from Theorem 3 that the convex hull of $(C, D) and Ti has diameter D.

Let Q be a point on Ti. Let arcs PQ and QR subtend angles of 2a and 2ß re-

spectively. Let a+ß =y. Triangle PQR has area P2(sin 2a + sin 2/3 —sin 27)/2.

P<2+<2P-PP = 2P(sin a+sin /3-sin 7). The limit of the ratio of these
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two quantities as a—»0 and as7 remains constant is P(l+cos 7). This is the

value of the derivative dA/dC as we start to deform $(C, D) by replacing

PR by segments PQ and QR.

Assume now that $°(C, D) contains a circular arc Y2. If we deform T2

by replacing one of its subarcs ST by the chord ST, subtending an angle

2d, we remove an area of D2(29 — sin 20)/2 and shorten the arc by the quantity

2P(0-sin 0). The limit of the ratio as 0->O is 2P.

If the deformations of the previous paragraphs are carried out simul-

taneously so that the perimeter remains fixed, the area A decreases initially

at the rate of 2D — D(l+cos 7). This is a contradiction and the following

theorem therefore holds.

Theorem 4. $(C, D) is a polygon.

It is now natural to conjecture that $(C, D) is a triare RST in the form

of a polygon inscribed in the Reuleaux triangle RST. Assuming the truth of

the conjecture, a much more accurate description of $(C, D) can be given.

It remains doubtful, however, whether for 3D<C<wD a simple inequality

giving lower bounds for A in terms of C and D exists which is better than

the second Kubota inequality noted at the beginning of the chapter.
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